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 THE BOARD

Season's greetings! We hope that everyone has a safe and

happy winter filled with fun, relaxation, and leisure

occupations! We wanted to take a moment to reflect on

the wonderful semester that we had, filled with exciting

workshops, volunteer opportunities, and fun gatherings.

Thank you to everyone who organized and participated in

these wonderful events! We look forward to a fantastic

2018 and sharing more opportunities with you all! 

Best,  

SOTA Board 2017-2018 

Greetings Occupational Therapy Department!



FALL 2017 RECAP

PAST SOTA 
WORKSHOPS

PAST (NON- 
SOTA)  
EVENTS

FALL SEMESTER EVENTS

Emotional 

Intelligence 

Workshop  

Backpack 

Awareness Day at 

SJSU 

Visit to the 

National Center for 

Equine Facilitated 

Therapy  

School Based

Occupational 

Therapy 

OT In Home Health 

Basic Life Support 

CPR Certification

Megan Sadou's 

Presentation on 

the Summer 

Institute for Future 

Scientists in OT 

Clinic Roundtable 

OTAC Conference

Disability Day

The Pad Project 



FALL 2017 RECAP (CONT.)

UPCOMING 
EVENTS 
(TENTATIVE)  
 

FALL SEMESTER FUNDRAISING

Sweatshirt and Polo Fundraiser 

Sammy G Fundraiser ($115 raised!)  

Name Badge Fundraiser 

FALL SEMESTER VOLUNTEER EVENTS

Four SOTA volunteers assisted at the Walk to 

End Alzheimer 

Four SOTA volunteers participated at Dogfest's 

Doggy Daycare for CCI Dogs 

SOTA volunteers worked at the Sacred Heart 

Community Service Thanksgiving volunteer event 

Second visit to the 

National Center 

for Equine 

Facilitated 

Therapy  

Volunteer 

Opportunity at the 

Special Olympics 

Northern CA 

Event 

NBCOT Exam Prep 

Workshop  

OTs in Oncology 

Care Workshop 

First-year 

volunteers needed 

to assist with 

convocation in 

May  

Other events to 

be determined. 

Check http://sjsu 

sota.weebly.com/ 

for more 

information! 

UPCOMING IN 2018
 -  and  -



STUDENT PERSPECTIVES 

ON LEVEL II FIELDWORK

How would you characterize your experience? 

Challenging but worth it. They expect a lot from you,

I worked from 7:30 or 8 until 6pm most days and 

brought documentation home with me almost every 

night. Student research and projects were done on 

the weekend. While it felt overwhelming at times, it 

was absolutely worth it. My two CIs were fantastic, I 

enjoyed seeing the variety of children, and the other

OTs at the clinic were helpful and knowledgable. 

Having past pediatric experience was helpful 

because they expect you to start interacting with 

the kids and planning treatment sessions the second 

week. But honestly, just have fun with them, that’s all 

the kids want to do!! It was challenging to stay on 

top of all of the work, but if you are willing to spend 

time on the weekends planning ahead to get in front 

of the work, you’ll be fine. 

What advice would you give to the current second 

year students? 

The most helpful thing for me was to make a list of 

treatment options. This list included activities I had 

already done, seen other therapists use, and ideas I 

researched online through articles or pinterest. I 

organized these activities by category of what they 

worked on (ie sensory, fine motor, gross motor, 

balance, etc.). This was really helpful for treatment 

planning so that I didn’t have to reinvent something 

new each session. Also, before I started I asked my 

site what to research, they sent my three books to 

read on sensory integration to make sure I was 

familiar with it. Talking to your site about a month in 

advance can help you feel more prepared the first 

day and less anxious. Also, ask to write a note the 

first week. You won’t be prepared to write notes at 

any site, even if they want a SOAP note, so don’t be 

afraid to ask questions, try one out, and get a lot of 

comments back. The more you practice the easier it 

will be.  

Amy Williams, Therapy In Action 

(private pediatric sensory integration 

clinic in Tarzana CA) 
How would you characterize your experience? 

I was really surprised by the sheer number of OTs 

employed by UCDMC. The acute rehab unit only 

employed three OTs, but I want to say there were 

about a dozen OTs working in acute care. It was 

really neat to see OT applied in a very authentic way 

in a hospital setting. They had a lot of kits made by 

previous students that you could pull out and work 

on with patients, including kits for money 

management, medication management, and 

cognitive games. The overall experience felt pretty 

frantic for me. I treated everyone from a 2-year-old 

to 80-year-old with orthopedic, cardiac, burns, and 

neurological diagnoses. 

What went well? 

I got exposure to a wide range of client populations 

and I learned a lot about treatment in the acute 

stages of illness. Rehab was a really neat experience 

because I got to plan treatments over several weeks 

and see a client make progress. 

What was challenging? 

It was very fast-paced and there was a lot of 

pressure on documenting things in a way that would 

pass scrutiny by insurance. That seemed to breed an 

environment that focused on constructive criticism. It 

was difficult for me to deal with a heavy emphasis 

on areas I need to prove in without hearing much 

regarding progress I had made. I really had to work 

on watching my own negative self-talk and 

accepting my learning process as the environment 

didn’t feel very supportive of that for me. 

What advice would you give to the current second 

year students? 

If you know your placement, I would start preparing 

as soon as possible. Three months is not a lot of time, 

and some fieldwork educators are more 

understanding than others with your learning 

process. You can’t really be over-prepared.  

Jamie Tatti, UC Davis Medical Center 

(acute rehabilitation) 



STUDENT PERSPECTIVES 

ON LEVEL II FIELDWORK

How would you characterize your experience? 

My 1st experience was a whirlwind of fast paced learning. I got a breadth of experience with multiple dx 

and learned how to prioritize treatment. Because I saw my patients for a limited amount of time, I had to 

develop a fast sense of what they needed based on the fact that they would be discharged sooner than 

ideal. I also learned to embed patient and caregiver education within single treatment sessions. I learned to 

anticipate DME based on chart review and resources. It helped that this is a rural population and thus I 

learned how to make adaptive equipment with everyday materials. What was challenging was not feeling 

like I had a deep understanding of the multiplicity of conditions and feeling frustrated with the limited 

resources. 

What went well? What was challenging? 

My 2nd experience was more personally challenging because of the population: Middle school students 

with serious behavioral problems. What went well is that I learned to utilize the vast resources available to 

me in this unique setting (push-in, the OT provides services in tier 1 and 3, in the classroom) and that the OT 

there had built a solid program which all staff were on board with. That is, the zones of regulation was built 

into the program, the kids had a private room to go to when they needed a sensory break. Hence, service

provision was ideal. What was (and still is -- I am just entering week 3) extremely challenging is adjusting my 

therapeutic style. When asking a student to do a specific task I encounter resistance each time. Hence, I am 

learning to model my behavior based on ABA and principals I didn't study in depth before. 

What advice would you give to the current second year students? 

My advice to you is to contact your supervisors ahead of time and see if they have any strategies to help you 

prepare to what is unique to your site. If you are type A like me, it may be tempting to plan your own 

resources yourself. This is what I did and wound up not using any of them. Regardless of planning, accept 

that you will not be 100% prepared. Part of the experience and unique challenge of fieldwork is learning on 

the fly. However, your supervisors know this is a novel experience. Ask for what you need as you discover the 

gaps in your own skill set. And most of all, BE KIND TO YOURSELF. You won't know it all. Treat yourself as you 

would want to treat your clients. Remember that occupational balance and well-being starts with you. 

Parting thoughts? 

Lastly, STAY FLEXIBLE AND OPEN TO HOW YOU FEEL! I was "certain" that my 2nd fieldwork site would be 

the perfect fit for me. Reflecting on where I thrived, I now realize my strengths lie in settings I would have 

never considered. Be aware of where you need to grow and accept it as a lesson. But recognize what goes 

well and allow yourself to explore your gifts further. 

Sarah Arrigo (St. Joseph Acute Care Hospital in Eureka, CA and SEEM 

Collaborative in Stoneham, MA) 



STUDENT PERSPECTIVES 

ON LEVEL II FIELDWORK

Patrick Gimeno, Peninsula Post Acute (skilled nursing facility in Burlingame, CA 

and Santa Clara County Office of Education in Santa Clara, CA) 

How would you characterize your experience? What went well? What was challenging? 

For Peninsula Post Acute, I had a wonderful supervisor team to work with consisting of PTs, PTAs, OTs (5-6 of them 

who graduated from SJSU!), and OTAs who came in and helped me every step of the way. I felt really supported and

that I could learn and do the job well. The real challenge was two things, learning the documentation system and

time management since we have to see 7-8 patients within a day and get our notes done in an at most an hour and 

a half. 

For school-based, I have another great supervisor who is currently helping me navigate the schools. She has 

wonderful ideas in how to help these children transition into adult life by training more pre-vocational/work skills. 

The constant communication and feedback loop is what I am appreciating the most. I am learning so much. The 

challenging part about working in the schools is being flexible. What I mean is there is a LOT of preparation that 

goes into delivering interventions. Get your craft ideas/materials ready from analysis and your clinics because you’re 

going to need them to get through it. Time management is also important to be able to get through. Plan on your 

days off and come ready everyday. Again, it’s more about time to prepare that is the real challenge. 

What advice would you give to the current second year students? 

Three thoughts: 

         1.  Relax before fieldwork and when you get to your site, take it one day at a time, and BREATHE. 

         2. Work hard and smart! Try to be as prepared or more prepared than your supervisor (don’t try to show off 

             or outdo them however, be humble). That will not only impress them but it will show that you really 

             care about the work they do. Come with new ideas and new research if you can. 

         3. Learn as much as you can and create systems and habits of accomplishing work at whatever site you 

             may have. For example, you can create a to do list for your supervisor and you to follow. It also helps 

             keep both of you accountable. 

Resources for SNF: The OT Toolkit, Pedretti, and old classroom notes/lectures. 

Resources for school-based: Pinterest, Handwriting and Typing Without Tears, Writing Wizard app on iPad 

 

Parting thoughts? 

Remember FW is not your life’s work although it may feel like it. Think about FW as more of a practical learning 

experience. You have a chance to grow and become an ENTRY-level therapist. I think that’s really the key word, 

ENTRY. Don’t expect to be a superstar yet. Through the experience, whether you like it or not, it will give you insights 

into who you are as a person/therapist and help you decide where you may want to work in the future. Take the 

baby steps and grow! 

My final point is to build rapport with your coworkers and clients. Build strong relationships. You never know, you may 

meet them again at some point in your career. 



TIPS FROM FWII STUDENTS  

Take care of yourself first 

and foremost. Eat well, 

sleep, and exercise from 

time to time. How can you 

commit your energy and 

effort to your clients 

without making sure that 

you are ready for them? 

Review precautions for 

common conditions, 

surgeries and orthoses (the 

easiest way to fail fieldwork 

is to be unsafe with clients). 

Practice basic therapeutic 

exercises for ROM and 

testing ROM, strength, 

sensation, and coordination.

Build rapport camaraderie 

with coworkers. Be friendly, 

respectful, and don’t hold 

grudges. In the long term, 

this will do wonders for your 

stress levels and your ability 

to give the best care for the 

patients. 

Learn the assessments used at 

your facility and get 

comfortable using them.  

Know common 

treatment goals derived from 

these assessments. Know the 

models and treatment 

strategies that relate to your 

site (like NDT, PNF, or pediatric 

milestones) 

Prepare treatment ideas for 

various conditions or deficits. 

Helpful resources include 

board and card games, pencil 

and paper games, drinking 

games (modified for a 

hospital setting of course), 

simple crafts/activities, 

written or verbal puzzles, etc.

Take the time to learn about 

the facility, the staff, and 

how the documentation 

systems works. Try to read 

through all the documents, 

the procedures, and policies.

If you have any questions or 

feel like some ideas is 

confusing, just ask. 

Listen and follow what your 

supervisors says, but don't be 

afraid to voice your opinion 

as well. Have consistent 

meetings every week for 

feedback. Always check in 

with your CI first before you 

engage in something new or 

have questions/concerns. 

Learn when and where it is 

appropriate to talk about 

patients. Also, learn the 

proper professional 

language when speaking 

about patients. Keep HIPPA 

and confidentiality a high 

priority.

Don't interrupt your 

coworkers during important 

meetings. There were many 

times where I made the 

mistake of talking too fast 

or interrupting. Professionals 

don’t appreciate that and it 

makes everyone around you 

more anxious. 

Acknowledge the big and 

small victories as well as 

the points at which you can 

improve on in the future. 

Sometimes, you get so 

caught up in what you do 

wrong that you forget what 

you've accomplished and 

achieved.

Learn strategies to calm 

yourself and patients. 

Implement mindfulness 

strategies for yourself and 

others such as deep 

breathing, redirecting 

negative energy, and having 

a positive attitude.

TIME MANAGEMENT! The 

single hardest aspect of 

this job is making sure you 

are giving the right amount 

of time for each aspect of 

the job (preparation, 

patient time, and 

documentation.)  



SJSU OT
FALL  2017  RECAP

UPCOMING 
EVENTS

SJSU OT 

REMEMBERS 

CAMMIE

Cammie was a beloved member of the SJSU Occupational Therapy 

Department family and her presence brought joy to all who met her. 

She was a lifelong member of our community and touched the lives 

of countless individuals throughout the years. In honor of Cammie, a 

dogwood tree has been planted outside of CCB by the play 

yard. We thank Dr. G for bringing this special soul into our lives and 

we thank Cammie for brightening our days.


